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NEW QUESTION: 1
How does the Software Management Framework improve software
management?
A. It allows for a single view of current deployments and cost
details based on current installations and purchasing details.
B. It allows the creation of a single policy to install a
software title and ensures that it remains properly installed.
C. It allows software titles to be associated to software
licenses and purchases.
D. It allows for comprehensive tracking of software execution
statistics.
Answer: B
Explanation:
New Questions
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Answer: B
Explanation:
Answer A - Let's start by stating that all possible options are
actually workable solutions. The key criteria of the question
is to complete the data migration aspects as *quickly* as
possible. With this in mind we can immediately rule out Answer
A - due to the time it takes to provision and activate a fully
functional Direct Connect connection, 72+ hrs. Answer C is the
same as Answer D but lacks BGP - therefore we would need to
setup the routes manually - more time and effort.
Additionally Answer D uses Jumbo Frames - but AWS does not
support Jumbo frames over the Virtual Private Gateway therefore Answer D's use of Jumbo Frames is negated. Overall
Answer B is considered the quickest option.
Reference:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonVPC/latest/NetworkAdminGuide/G
enericConfig.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company has offices in multiple geographic locations. The
sites have high-latency, low-bandwidth connections. You need to
implement a multisite Windows Deployment Services (WDS)
topology for deploying standard client device images to all
sites.
Solution: At each site, you deploy a local WDS server that runs
only the Transport role. You configure local DHCP servers to
direct local clients to the local WDS server.
Does this meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference: Windows Deployment Services Getting Started Guide
for Windows Server 2012
Topic 8, Mix Questions

NEW QUESTION: 4
HOTSPOT

Answer Area
Explanation:
A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D
E. Option E
F. Option F
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Step 1 (on Server2): Target: It is an object which allows the
iSCSI initiator to make a connection. The Target keeps track of
the initiators which are allowed to be connected to it. The
Target also keeps track of the iSCSI virtual disks which are
associated with it. Once the initiator establishes the
connection to the Target, all the iSCSI virtual disks
associated with the Target will be accessible by the initiator.
Step 2 (on server 1): Configure iSCSI initiator to logon the
Target

Once the iSCSI Virtual disk is created and assigned, it is
ready for the initiator to logon.
Note: Typically, the iSCSI initiator and iSCSI Target are on
different machines (physical or virtual). You will need to
provide the iSCSI Target server IP or host name to the
initiator, and the initiator will be able to do a discovery of
the iSCSI Target.
Step 3 (on server1): Create new volume
Once the connection is established, the iSCSI virtual disk will
be presented to the initiator as a disk. By default, this disk
will be offline. For typical usage, you want to create a
volume, format the volume and assign with a drive letter so it
can be used just like a local hard disk.
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